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    YASI HOFER 
             Yasmin Ines Hofer, born October 25th 1992,Ulm Germany 

Discovered by Steve Vai, Yasi Hofer had her 

first stage appearance at the young age of 14. 

One year later she started studying music at 

the „Musikhochschule Stuttgart“. After just 3 

terms there, she achieved a scholarship for 

the world famous Berklee College of Music in 

Boston,USA,where she continued her studies. 

Back in Germany she released her self- 

composed and produced Debut Album 

„Yasi“.Music magazines quoted this CD as a 

fantastic work of art. Some of them even titled 

her as „best female guitar player“. 

This is confirmed by her world wide web 

presence with more than 5 Million Clicks 

on YouTube and more than 20.000 Fans 

on Facebook. 

Even though the guitar being the main 

element in her music, Yasi also amazes with 

her beautiful warm voice. 

Her songs,instrumental or with vocals, are not 

only catchy and stirring but also virtuosic and 

soulful. 

Agreeing to that, famous artists like Steve Vai, 

Savoy Brown, UFO, Chris Thompson, Hellmut 

Hattler and even Neil Young shared the stage 

with her. 

A Life for Guitar

This Lady live on Stage 

  a very special and unique event!



                              

          Reviews 

    Debut Album „Yasi“: 
            Gitarre & Bass   -  successful and unpredictable compositions; Yasi is a great musician; her                   

                                             guitar playing is not only technically convincing it’s also absolut self-contained. 

              Eclipsed          -  she plays catchy Fusion-Rock with beautiful melodies; one can be curious about her  

                                              further development 

  

             Rocktimes       -  her debut album is a creation for gourmets; brilliant musical understanding; first class 

                                             song- arrangements and outstanding guitar licks 

            GoodTimes     -  Greats as Hellmut Hattler (Kraan, TabTwo) and Philip Bynoe (Steve Vai) as musicians on 

                                             the CD show her already established position; a remarkable Debut. 

             Guitar             -   virtuous played guitar, a lot of taste, and great musicians; this debut makes appetite for  

                                             more. 

          Concerts: 

            (as quoted in newspapers after shows) 

                            

                             - unbelievable,the intensity of the evening 

          

                                       -  Yasi Hofer is regarded as a big live- talent 

                                       -   a smart rockstar; assures with amazingly versed technique  

    

                                       -  this concert was our musical peak; a night to remember 

                                       

                                       -  perfected, exemplary musical performance 

                                       -  Guitar goddess on her road to success 

                                       - with playful ease Yasi persuade the crowd and was sent of with loud and long applause 

                                       - this young lady was the highlight of our show 

                                      -  her stage appearance will blow you away 

             

                                      -  the future of rock guitar is  female  
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